We know the odds: severe health disparities affect populations across Kentucky and around the globe. Creating change can be a long and daunting process. But we’re persistent. We bet you are too.

The Master of Public Health is a career-focused, practice-based graduate degree for change-makers focused on building healthier populations. Our nationally-ranked MPH program will give you the skills you need to create what’s possible: a world with less human suffering, more access to care, and health equity for all.

It’s your time to make a difference. Get ready to be part of our wide alumni network of public health professionals.

See what’s possible with an MPH from the University of Kentucky College of Public Health.

“Choosing the University of Kentucky for a Master of Public Health has given me the opportunity to learn from top experts in population health. Our faculty and alumni are on the front lines of addressing the opioid epidemic, cancer mortality, drug-related infectious diseases, cardiovascular health, and even the rising costs of health care.”

—Dakota, Second Year MPH Student
A HEALTHIER WORLD FOR ALL.

STEPS TO YOUR FUTURE

1. Choose Your Path
Determine your concentration area, as you’ll need to designate it at the time of application.
• Environmental Health
• Epidemiology
• Health Behavior
• Health Systems & Policy Analytics

2. Apply Online
Apply online through the centralized Schools of Public Health Application Service (SOPHAS.org).

3. Confirm Enrollment
Admitted students must confirm their place with the UK College of Public Health and the UK Graduate School.

4. Build the Foundation
Every MPH student enrolls in a set of core courses covering the foundations of public health practice and research.

5. Apply Your Knowledge
Complete a professional practicum to gain hands-on experience, and defend your capstone project to demonstrate mastery.

WHERE DO RECENT UK MPH ALUMNI WORK?

- Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
- National Institutes of Health
- National Academy of Medicine
- Peace Corps
- State and local health departments
- Clinical research organizations
- Leading health systems
- Research universities
READY TO CREATE A HEALTHIER WORLD?

CONTACT US:

ukcph@uky.edu
859.257.5678
111 Washington Avenue
Lexington, Kentucky 40536
cph.uky.edu

Facebook @ukcph
Twitter @ukcph
Instagram @ukcph